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2.7 BREAST CANCER MORTALITY FOLLOWING FLUOROSCOPY IN A COHORT OF

CANADIAN TUBERCULOSIS PATIENTS

G.R. Howe

Radiation-induced breast cancer is of particular concern because
of the increase in the use of mammography in screening for breast cancer.
Studies in human populations to date have either been of nonfractionated
doses in a Japanese population (the Atomic Bomb Survivors' Study), or in
relatively small cohorts in Western populations.

The Canadian Study for Cancer following Multiple Fluoroscopies was
initiated in 1972. Data on 31 710 women treated for tuberculosis in
Canadian sanatoria in the 1930s and 1940s, and known to be alive at the
beginning of 1950, have been assembled from the original patient records.
The mortality of this cohort between 1950 and 1980 has been determined using
computerized record linkage and initial mortality records maintained by
Statistics Canada. The data have been analyzed with respect to
breast-cancer mortality, and the results show a highly significant excess
among women fluoroscoped during treatment by artificial pneumothorax. The
effect is strongly dose dependent, with the best fit being given by a
linear-quadratic relationship.

Data from Nova Scotia, although qualitatively similar to that of
the other provinces, are quantitatively markedly different, showing a much
great response per unit dose. The effect is strongly dependent on age at
first exposure, showing decreaseu risk with increasing age. The results are
constant with a latent period of approximately ten years, although no effect
manifests itself before the age at which a woman's natural risk of breast
cancer first appears. There is no apparent decrease in the effect more than
40 years after first exposure. Some evidence has been obtained favoring an
additive as opposed to relative risk model.

The study should provide further valuable insight, with respect to
both breast cancer and other tumors, when it is updated with incidence data
and more mortality data.


